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ANNUAL REPORT
COLORADO RIVER BOARD
OF CALIFORNIA
Year Ending December 31, 1982

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor

STATE OF CAliFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY

COLORADO RIVER BOARD OF -'.~lFQ.IW!~ ~&,~
tJOt.~"

107 SOUTH BROADWAY, ROOM 8103
LOS ANGELES, CAliFORNIA 90012
(21 3) 620.-4480

~
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July 9, 1983

Honorable George Deukmejian
Governor of California
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Governor Deukmejian:
We are pleased to present to you and the Legislature the Colorado River
Board's Annual Report for Calendar Year 1982.
Water supplies in the Colorado River Basin were above average in 1982,
following a very dry 1981 when supplies were only 60 percent of average. Water
storage in the major Colorado River Basin reservoirs gained 4.5 million acre-feet
during 1982 and was about 90 percent of usable capacity at the end of the water
year on September 30. This was the first year since the 1950's that California's
diversions from the Colorado River were lower than its basic apportionment of 4.4
million acre-feet. The lower level of water use was primarily the result of lower
crop acreage and heavy precipitation in desert farming areas.
The favorable water conditions in the Basin aided in keeping the salinity concentrations in the lower river below the established salinity standards. The sevenstate Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum continued to monitor river salinity and to update the basinwide plan for salinity control. The Forum drafted
proposed federal legislation, which was introduced as Senate Bill S. 2202, to
amend Public Law 93-320, the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act of 1974.
The amendments would authorize additional salinity control units, allow the
federal government to work in partnership with private industry to make use of
saline water, and authorize a Department of Agriculture program for onfarm irrigation improvements for salinity control. The Board's Chief Engineer testified
before Congress in support of the legislation.
Litigation in Arizona v. California continued during 1982 as the Supreme
Court's Special Master filed his report with the Court containing recommendations
relative to motions of the United States and the five lower Colorado River Indian
tribes for modification of the 1964 decree. The determinations of the Special
Master, if implemented, could result in California's agenci.es losing up to
12·5,,000 acre-feet of diversions per year from the Colorado River. The state and
the agencies filed exceptions to the Special Master's report and also presented
oral arguments before the full Court. The case was still pending at the end of
1982.
These activities and others are described in more detail in the report which
follows and in a separate supplemental appendix.
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Governor
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Colorado River Board ·of California
City of Los Angeles
Department of Water
and Power

Palo Verde
Irrigation District

San Diego County
Water Authority

The Metropolitan Water
District of
Southern California

The City of Los Angeles DepartThe Palo Verde lrrigat1on Di~The San Diego County Water
The Metropolitan Water District
trict is located along the Colorado
Authority encompasses approxiof Southern California built and
ment of Water and Power supplies water and electric service to
River in eastern Riverside County.
mately 898,800 acres and includes
operates the 242-mile-long Coloabout 3.0 million residents of the
The principal city is Blythe. It mmost of the developed areas in
rado River Aqueduct which, since
third largest city in the United
eludes 120,SOO acres, of which
San Diego County. It has a popu1941, has delivered water to the
States. The Department's assets in
92,000 in the valley and 6,000 on
lation of about 1.9 million and an
coastal plain. Add itionally, Metro1982 were $3.8 billion, making it
the lower Palo Verde Mesa are
assessed valuation of 46.9 billion.
politan is the largest of 30 conunder cultivation.
The Authority is a member of
tractors for water from the State
the nation's largest municipal water and power utility system. The
The District obtains its irrigation
The Metropolitan Water District
Water Project.
City encompasses 464 square
water from the Colorado River
of Southern California, having anSince northern water became
miles and has 637,000 water servand has one of the oldest water
nexed to the District in 1946. At
available to the District in 1972,
ices and 1,221,900 power servdiversion rights on the entire river
that time, the Authority merged its
MWD has gradually decreased
right to 112,000 acre-feet of Colopumping from the Colorado River
ices.
system. Use of Colorado River
water for the irrigation of lands in
rado River water annually with
as it has increased the amount of
The City normally imports approximately 80 percent of its wathe Blythe area dates back to
the District's original right of
State Project water imported.
1877. The expenditures on Colo1,100,000 acre-feet.
Blending these two waters has
ter supply from the Owens Valley
through the First and Second Los
rado River water facilities by the
Colorado River water is delivenabled Metropolitan to supply a
Angeles Aqueducts. The remaining
District and its predecessors
ered to the Authority through two
good quality municipal and indussupplies are derived from local
amount to approximately $30 milbranch aqueducts which carry the
trial water. In 1976, MWD had
lion.
water south from the main Coloadjusted its take of water from
ground water basins ( 1S percent)
and The Metropolitan Water DisPrincipal agricultural products
rado River Aqueduct. Approxithe two sources to some 790,000
trict of Southern California (S perof the Palo Verde Irrigation Dismately 90 percent of all water
acre-feet from the Colorado and
distributed by the Authority's 24
600,000 from the State Water
cent).
trict are alfalfa, wheat, cotton, letWilliam Mulholland, former
tuce, cantaloupes, watermelons,
member agencies is delivered
Project. The impact of the great
onions, and citrus. In 1982, these
through the San Diego Aqueducts.
drought, however, abruptly turned
head of the Los Angeles water
crops had a value of about $98.S
things around. In order to make
system who planned and directed
the construction of the Los Angemillion. Livestock values from catmore water available to stricken
les Owens River Aqueduct, saw
tie and sheep feeding operations
northern areas, in 1977 Metropolithe need for a water supply greatduring the year amounted to
tan imported about 1,290,000
er than was available. On Octoabout $10 million.
acre-feet from the Colorado and
took only 190,000 from the State.
ber 23, 1923, voters of Los
Angeles approved bonds to give
In 198S Metropolitan loses more
Mulholland the authority and
than half its entitlement to ·colofunds to study the possibility of
rado River water and will become
more dependent on the State Waobtaining water from the Coloter Project to meet future needs.
rado River. He lead a small group
of engineers on an expedition to
Metropolitan supplies supplestudy 1SO miles of the river and
mental water in a service area
covering S, 100 square miles and
its terrain. Los Angeles survey
about 12.S million people. The ascrews surveyed SO,OOO square
miles of the desert area between
sessed valuation of the District,
under California's new full asthe Colorado River and the
Coastal Plains and laid out many
sessed valued formula, is $3S3.3
possible alternative aqueduct
billion.
routes. Mulholland, on july 28,
To deliver water to its 27 mem1924, after reviewing the results of
ber agencies, the District is exthe preliminary surveys, filed a repanding its facilities at a cost of
quest with the State Bureau of
nearly $1.S billion. It has an inWater Rights for permission to divestment of more than $SOO milvert 1,SOO cubic feet per second
lion in its Colorado River
of water from the Colorado River.
Aqueduct and its distribution sysThe City is the founder and one
tem.
of the original member cities of
The District is also making a
substantial investment in small hyThe Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California and redroelectric plants that recover
power from both the Colorado
ceives Colorado River water
through the Colorado River AqueRiver Aqueduct and the State Water Project. When all 14 plants are
duct. Water use in Los Angeles
- - - averages-S43-million-gallons a-day - - - - - - -----·---·----·--- ·- ·-- ---------·-----·- ----------on line-in -1984;- the E>istrict-will
or 177 gallons per capita per day.
be capable of generating 77.2
megawatts-enough power to
save more than 730,000 barrels of
oil annually.
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Imperial Irrigation
District

Coachella Valley
Water District

Imperial Irrigation Distnct, in
the southeastern corner of the
state, is located in Imperial and
Riverside Counties, and is bordered by Mexico on the south
,md by the Colorado R1ver on the
east The gross acreage w ithi n the
District boundaries-in Imperial
County-is 1,062,300 of which
507,300 acres now receive water,
making the liD one oi the largest
irrigation projects in the western
hemisphere.
The 80-mile-long All-American
Canal delivers Colorado River water to the District's 1,625 mile distribution system, and is the sole
source of water for all agricultural,
industrial, and domestic purposes.
The Canal, placed in service in
1942, replaced the Alamo Canal,
which was in serv1ce from 1901
and traveled much of its distance
through Mexico. In addition to its
Canal and distribution system, the
District also maintains a 1,460
mile drainage network.
Imperial Valley, known as the
"Winter Garden of AmericaWhere the Sun Spends the Winter", annually produces crops
valued at approximately $800 million, with the livestock industry
contributing a substantial part of
this amount. Imperial Valley cattle-feeding operations are the largest in the world.
The Colorado River, via the AllAmerican Canal, has made possible the production of high-quality
winter and early spring vegetables
and fruits in large quanitities.
Other multi-million-dollar crops
include sugar beets, alfalfa, wheat,
cotton, lettuce, carrots, cantaloupes, onions, tomatoes, asparagus, and watermelons.
The All-American Canal also
provides a second service, i.e.,
production of electric powerfrom hydroplant~ located along its
channel-to the extent of
274,000,000 kwh per annum, supplying about one-fifth of the
1,340,000,000 kwh power requirement to serve 140,000 consumers
situated in mperial and Riverside
Counties.

The Coachella Valley Water
District is located west and north
of the Salton Sea in California.
More than 135,000 of its 620,500
acres could be irrigated from the
122-mile Coachella Branch of the
All-American Canal. There are
presently 67,900 acres under irrigation rotation.
The Coachella Branch of the
All-American Canal brings vital
Colorado River water to the fertile
valley. The investment of the District in works dependent upon the
water of the Colorado River system totals approximately $74 million, including the underground
distribution system terminal reservoir at Lake Cahuilla.
Principal agricultural products
of the Coachella Valley are dates,
grapefruit, grapes, vegetables, alfalfa, cotton and grain.
Water for the District's 28,900
urban customers is supplied by
deep wells. CVWD has a contract
for Northern California water to
be used for ground water recharge.
Through an exchange agreement with The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California,
CVWD is using water from the
Colorado River Aqueduct for
ground water recharge until facilities are constructed to extend the
California Aqueduct to Coachella
Valley. MWD, in turn, takes
CVWD's State Water Project entitlement.
In addition to irrigation and urban water service, Coachella Valley Water District maintains
regional storm water control facilities, waste water reclamation
facilities, and irrigation drainage
facilities.

1982
Membership

Patrilia C. Nagle,
Chairman
(Department of Water and
Power, City of los
Angeles)
Milton N. Nathanson,
Vice Chairman
Public Member
Raymond R. Rummonds,
(Coachella Valley
Water District)
John R. Benson, Member
(Imperial Irrigation
District)
John M . Cranston, Member
(San Diego County
Water Authority)
Howard H . Hawkins,
Member
(The Metropolitan Water
District of Southern
California I
Virgil l. Jones, Member
(Palo Verde Irrigation
District)
Thomas J. Graff, Public
Member
Sanford K. Smith,
Public Member
E. Charles Fullerton,
( Director,
Department of Fish and
Game)
Ronald B. Robie (Director,
Department of Water
Resources)
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Executive Staff

Myron B. Hulburt,
Chief Engineer
Dennis B. Underwood,
Executive Secretary

Introduction
The Colorado River Board of
California is the state agency
created by the Legislature in 1937
for the purpose of protecting the
rights and interests of the state, its
agencies, and its citizens in the
water resources of the Colorado
River System. The duties of the
Board are set forth in Sections
12527 through 12533 of the California Water Code. The activities
of the 11-member staff are directed by the Chief Engineer. The
California Attorney General is legal counsel to the Board.
The Board consists of a total of
11 members. Six members are appointed by the Governor from the
agencies with Colorado River water and power rights-City of Los
Angeles Department of Water and
Power, Coachella Valley Water
District, Imperial Irrigation District,
The Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California, Palo Verde
Irrigation District, and San Diego
County Water Authority. Three
additional members are appointed
by the Governor from the public,
and the Director of the Department of Water Resources and the
Director of the Department of
Fish and Game or their designees.
are ex-officio members of the
Board. The Governor appoints a
Chairman from among the members of the Board other than the
latter two members or their designees. Patricia C. Nagle continued
as Chairman of the Board during
1982. Milton N. Nathanson served
as Vice Chairman.

and storage in Lower Basin reservoirs increased by 876,000 acrefeet. As of September 30, 1982,
the active storage in major Upper
Basin reservoirs was 29,274,000
acre-feet and the active storage in
the major Lower Basin reservoirs
was 24,757,000 acre-feet. The actual flow of the river below Glen
Canyon Dam at Lee Ferry for the
water year was 8,312,000 acrefeet.
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
estimated the 1981-82 water year
Upper Basin depletions by the
four Upper Basin states of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming at 3,924,000 acre-feet,
84,000 acre-feet more than the
previous year.

International Boundary and Water
Commission, and 49,000 acre-feet
chargeable to operational control
of the river and to U.S. users not
taking ordered water.

Program for Banking
Water in Lake Mead
The Board staff continued its
study of the banking, or storing,
of water in Lake Mead, working
together with the staffs of the
Metropolitan Water District, Department of Water Resources, and
the Bureau of Reclamation. This
study has been described in the
Board's previous annual reports.

dry years in the Colorado River
Basin could substantially reduce
the volume of water in Lake
Mead. This could allow a limitedscale banking operation to occur
even before the enumerated
changes would be made in the
State Water Project and Metropolitan facilities. Therefore, the remaining analyses of the study are
planned to be completed in a
timely manner so that a Colorado
River banking program may be
established.

Possible Additional
Colorado River
Diversions by Metropolitan
Water District

During 1982, Metropolitan and
Estimated consumptive use
from the mainstream for the wathe Department completed computer analyses of their respective
ter users of the Lower Basin states
of Arizona, California, and Nesystems ' capabilities, and found
that there are severe limitations of
vada was 5,610,000 acre-feet for
calendar year 1982, 611,000 acreconveyance capacities in the sysThe Department of Water Refeet less than in 1981. Estimates
terns that would restrict any possisources' Interagency Task Force
ble banking operations until
for California users show conon Increased Use of Colorado
sumptive use for calendar year
appropriate modifications could
River Water, described in the
1982 at 4,269,000 acre-feet,
be made to the systems. Also, the
Board's 1981 Annual Report, con482,000 acre-feet less than 1981 .
banking program is dependent
tinued its analysis during 1982 of
upon conservation facilities being
This year was the first time since
the feasibility of the Metropolitan
added to the State Water Project
the late 1950's that California's diWater District diverting additional
so that it can conserve and delivversions fell below its basic apColorado River water prior to the
portionment of 4,400,000
er more northern California water
time that deliveries to the Central
to the California Aqueduct than is
acre-feet. The decrease in diverArizona Project service area
sions was primarily due to poor
now possible with its present cawould begin in the mid 1980's.
pability. The Board' s staff
farm economic conditions, which
The Department's report, being
resulted in lower acreages being
analyzed these studies, and also
studied by the Task Force,
considered the probable Colorado
planted of the higher water-using
focused on potential energy savcrops such as cotton, and to rains
River water supplies and reservoir
ings from a shift from State Water
storages, and concluded that
in the desert farming valleys that
Project to Colorado River water.
decreased diversion requirements.
there would be only limited opportunities to bank water in Lake
The Task Force concluded that
The lowered agricultural water diversions reduced the Colorado
Mead before 1990.
there would be no energy savings
from a shift by Metropolitan from
River hydroelectric generation
Both Metropolitan, with regard
available to Metropolitan Water
to its distribution system, and the
State Project water to Colorado
District, and Metropolitan in turn
State, with respect to the East
River water. A study of the flow
reduced its Colorado River diverBranch of the California Aqueof water through Metropolitan's
duct, are considering measures to
distribution system and the genersions by about 100,000 acre-feet
as it was more economical to obovercome these limitations. If
ation of energy through hydroelectric power recovery plants
lain that water from the State Wathese limitations could be overter Project rather than purchase
come by the early 1990's and if
showed that the loss of energy in
the distribution system would be
power.
additional State Water Project
Deliveries of Colorado River
conservation and Delta transfer
about equal to the savings in
Operations During 1982
water to Mexico during 1982
facilities are also completed at
aqueduct pumping energy resultwere again back to a more northat time, then the prospects for a
ing from the suggested shift in
The estimated virgin flow of the
mal schedule following three
successful banking program startwater source from the State WaColorado River at Lee Ferry duryears of excess flows from 1979
ing in the 1990's would be favorater Project to the Colorado River.
ing the 1981-82 water year (Qcthrough 1981 when Colorado Rivble.
The final report, entitled "Report
tober 1 through September 30)
er reservoirs were at high levels
Even though the prospects for
of Interagency Task Force on Inwas 16,261,000 acre-feet. This was
and river flows exceeded the
immediate implementation of a
creased Use of Colorado River
117 percent of the long-time averlong-time average. Total deliveries
full-scale banking program are
Water", was released in Novem______ age_flow_oL13,844,000 .acre=feet _ _ _ of_water to Mexico in 1982 -·----- _ poor, .it_i s_still _desirab!e_to_hay_e_ _ _ber,_Ihe Task £_grce s onclud~ ------ __ _
amounted to 1,699,000 acre-feet,
the institutional arrangements in
that a shift to Colorado River wafor the 61-year period from 1922
through 1982.
consisting of the guaranteed treaty
place for a banking program as
ter would be undesirable because
soon as possible. With future runof adverse energy and water qualDuring the water year, storage
minimum of 1,500,000 acre-feet,
in Upper Basin reservoirs in150,000 acre-feet covered under
off conditions impossible to preity impacts, unless the State is
creased by 3,604,000 acre-feet,
provisions of Minute 242 of the
diet, it is possible that a series of
faced with a water shortage.

Colorado River
Operations
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Allegation That Imperial
Irrigation District Misuses
Water
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Protection of
Existing Rights

The Department, by letter of
November 1, 1982, notified Imperial that it had not complied with
its request to prepare a water
conservation plan to eliminate
waste of water and that the Department is referring the matter to
the State Water Resources Control
Board, pursuant to Water Code
Section 275 (which concerns
waste of water). In a separate letter of November 1, 1982, the Department referred the matter to
the State Board, stating that "In
general, we concluded that there
were ample opportunities to save
water by improving water distribution and irrigation practices."

ous hydrologic components of the
area and a proposed method for
computation of return flow credits
to Arizona and California were
transmitted to the Arizona, U.S.
Geological Survey, and Bureau of
Reclamation representatives on
the Task Force for review and
comment. Detailed comments
were received on the proposed
plan which were being constdered
at the end of the year.
The Assistant Chief Engineer
met with Bureau of Reclamation
engineers in December to discuss
the studies being performed by
the Bureau staff to determine the
portion of the drainage flows from
the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation
and Drainage District in Arizona
that originates from the Gila River
and the portion that originates
from the Colorado River. The purpose of the studies is to determine Arizona's return flow credits
due to Wellton-Mohawk diversions. The problem arose because
inflow from the Gila River watershed enters the District's system
and commingles with mainstream
Colorado diversions. A copy of a
water budget analysis was obtained which showed that in average years the Gila River inflows
are a very small portion of the
drainage flows, but become significant in years of high flows.
The need for an underflow determination for the City of Needles
was also discussed.
The matter of return flow credits for the State of Nevada from
Las Vegas Wash was discussed at
an August meeting in Phoenix,
Arizona, attended by the Chief
Engineer. Since the method
proposed by Nevada appeared to
have some flaws which would resuit in computations of Nevada's
return flow credits to be higher
than the Chief Engineer felt were
reasonable, these flaws were
questioned. The Nevada representatives agreed to reconsider
the proposed method. This issue
had not been resolved during the
year.

This issue, described in the
Lower Colorado River
Board's 1980 and 1981 Annual
Return
Flow Study
Reports, continued during 1982.
John Elmore, a farmer in Imperial
Valley, alleged that Imperial lrrigaThe Federal-State Task Force on
tion District follows" ... wasteful
Unmeasured Return Flows to the
Colorado River continued its studwater management and marketing
ies to determine unmeasured subpractices ... "which have
surface return flows to the
caused the level of the Salton Sea
mainstream of the Colorado River.
to rise and have required Elmore
Water Supply for
The Assistant Chief Engineer is a
to dike much of his farmlands,
Noncontract Users
member of the Task Force.
which border on the Sea, at great
Along the Lower Colorado
Although no meetings were
expense.
As previously reported, the Deheld during 1982, the Task Force
River
partment of Water Resources indid consider some issues. The
Director of Water Resources
study of the technical aspects of
vestigated the allegations and
issued a final report thereon in
Robie, in a letter signed on his
the complex ground water flows
In February 1982 the Bureau of
December 1981. Of interest is that
last day in that position, Decemoccurring in the Yuma Island area
Land Management transferred
____ the_report, _while_identifying_water ___ ber_3.1 ,.J 982, stated_that_the_De:...___ and _the_question_oL return_flow____ abouLl ,soo_acres of the.~Yuma ____ _
partment was interested in
credits to Arizona and California
Island" area of California to the
salvage possibilities, did not conelude that Imperial was wasting
acquiring rights to any Colorado
were pursued by the Colorado
Arizona State Land Department
River Board staff, as had been
and indicated that it intended to
water, even though the foreword
River water that would be conserved by Imperial, for use by the
agreed to in 1981. A proposed
transfer another 800 acres in the
to the report said that waste was
plan of study to estimate the varifuture. The area is located within
occurring.
State Water Project.

7

Davis Dam and Power Plant, located 67
miles downstream from Hoover Dam.

an old oxbow of the Colorado
River and was within the State of
Arizona prior to 1965. About
1,800 acres in the area are being
irrigated by 19 permittees who
have year-to-year argricultural
permits. Since there are no
present perfected rights or water
delivery contracts in this area and
all water use is being charged
against California's apportionment,
the Board staff became concerned
that transfer of this land to the
ownership of the State of Arizona
would creal!" problems in terminating noncontract water users
by 1985 when California is ex pected to cut back to its bas1c apportionment. The Chief Engineer
and the Assistant Chief Engineer
discussed the problem with representatives of the Bureau of Reclamation in Boulder City and were
assured that the Arizona Land Department permittees would be
treated the same as all other persons without contracts. The
mechanisms whereby Reclamation
will proceed in an orderly termination of noncontract water users
is to be set forth in a report so
that all present users will know
when and under what conditions
their water supply is to be terminated.
In March, the t$oard stall received the final report by Inland
Pacific Engineering Company entiled "Study to Identify Non-Contractual Water Users, Lower Basin
of the Colorado River" prepared
under contract with the Bureau of
Reclamation. The purpose of the
report was to identify lower Colorado River users who do not have
a water right from the state in
which they are located and who
do not have a contract with the
Secretary of the Interior to divert
mainstream water. The study exeluded wells and diversions inside
water districts, municipalities, and
Indian reservations. For the California portion of the study, a total
of 128 water users were identified
with an estimated total water use
of about 14,610 acre-feet per
year. Over half of the users consumed less than one acre-foot
each. The report also contains
chemical analyses of Colorado
River water. Reclamation plans to
select another contractor to analyze this data with the objective
of identifying the source of water
being pumped, whether mainstream or tributary. The states will
---·-then rev iew the resultS. at wFiCCF1
time it w ill be decided if more
analysis will be needed for those
diverters where the pumping
source is not readily evident.

The Board staff also continued
to monitor the progress of a feasibility investigation for a water
supply for noncontract users
which was authorized by Congress but had not been funded.
Congress adjourned in December
without approving appropriations
for the investigation. The As5i5tant
Chief Engineer again met with
Reclamation personnel, along with
representatives of the MetropQiitan Water District and Coachella
Valley Water District, to discuss
ways to begin the study bl"fore
another fiscal year began. Reclamation personnel indicated that
an attempt was being made to
provide funds for work on the
study and that a staged development will be considered, utilizing
an existing well.

Project Act (Public Law 90-537)
ria and that if he feels that there
is now an urgent need for Reclabecame an issue again in 1982. In
the Bureau of Reclamation's drait
mation to reinitiate computer
Environmental Assessment for the
studies of Colorado River hyproposed uprating of the Glen
drology in conjunction with the
Canyon Powerplant, the computer
basin states, Reclamation would
program for computing storage rebe willi-:: ·o host a meeting of
quirements used criteria that maxthe appropriate officials to discuss
imized the amount of water to be
these studies and to set up some
held in ~torage in Lake Powell.
study guidelines.
Operating under this criteria over
Because Reclamation's response
a period of many years would rewas unsatisfactory, the Chief Engisult in a significant decrease in
neer, along with Arizona and New ater available for diversion by
vada representatives, met 1n
the Lower Basin states. Thi~ ocOctober with the Regional Dirercurs because water that would
tor of the Lower Colorado ReotherwJse be released from Lake
gional Office to discuss the Lower
Powell and be available for diverBasin states' requests and ReclaSJons from Lake Mead in certain
mation's responses to date. The
years would be held in Lake PoRegional Director was told that
well, thereby reducing beneficial
Reclamation has followed the poLower Basin diversions. In high
sition of the Upper Basin states
runoff vears, much of the runoff
and has not followed any recomwill be spilled from both Lakes
mendations made by the Lower
Water Supply for Needles
Powell and Mead, due to the high
Basin states. This position maxilevels of Lake Powell, with the
mizes the storage to be main~pilled water being lost for any futained in Lake Powell. It was
A member of the City of Needies Utility Board contacted the
ture diversions. The Secretary of
proposed that Reclamation either
Colorado River Board staff regardthe Interior's Criteria for Cooruse a water supply that would be
ing the City's rights to Colorado
dinated Long-Range Operation of
higher than that during the driest
River water. The City received a
Colorado River Reservoirs speufy
period, or use two values to repproposed contract from the Buthat criteria other than that used
resent both the Upper and Lower
reau of Reclamation that would
by Reclamation, such as probabiliBasin states' position. It was also
cover the amount of the City's
ties of water supply, be also conpointed out that it was not necespresent perfected rights, 1,500
sidered in computing storage
sary to make additional operationacre-feet annual diversion or 950
requirements. The Lower Basin
al studies because extensive
acre-feet annual consumptive use,
states became concerned that
studies covering possible alternawhich were awarded by the U.S.
continued use of only the most
tives had already been performed
Supreme Court in its January 9,
adverse criteria as the basis for
in 1969 for the development of
1979 Supplemental Decree. The
water supply will eventually result
the operating criteria. The 1969
City's present consumptive use is
in the assumption that this is in
studies contained analyses that
approximately three times the
conformity with Federal law and
justify the use of a range of
amount of the present perfected
the Criteria.
probabilities of water supply
rights.
The Board's Chief Engineer
rather than just using the most
The Chief Engineer met with ofwrote a letter dated March 15,
critical period of record. The Reficials of the City, Bureau of Rec1982 which was also signed by
gional Director agreed to reevalulamation, and Metropolitan Water
Arizona and Nevada representaate Reclamation's position and get
District to discuss the various
tives, to the Regional Directors of
back to the states after the
ways in which the City could inthe Bureau of Reclamation's Upreevaluation.
crease its usable water supplies,
per and Lower Colorado Regional
In November, the Assistant
Offices objecting to the Bureau's
Chief Engineer met in Boulder
such as increasing its credits for
return flows, water conservation,
continued use of this adverse criCity, Nevada, w1th the Bureau's
obtaining additional water rights
teria as the only basis for computLower Colorado Region personnel
by exchange, and use of noning storage requirements. The
as a follow-up to the October
mainstream water supplies. Of the
letter also suggested that the Bumeeting. Reclamation representavarious alternatives, the most proreau utilize either ( 1 ) a more reatives said that the earlier 1969
mising appeared to be for the City
sonable water supply criteria such
studies, made on a 30-year critical
to participate in the Bureau of
as the probability levels investigatperiod, were no longer valid and
Reclamation's proposed water exed in connection with developthat a new study covering a 47change prog~am involving ground
ment of the operating criteria, or
year critical period, would now
water pumping al~ng the All(2) a 90 percent probability water
be required for analyzing ColoAmerican Canal and utilization of
supply level. A similar letter had
rado River water supply. Use of a
an interim 'water supply to be
been written by the three states
longer period will result in a remade available by the Metropolito the Assistant Commissioner,
duction in net water supply betan Water District.'
Bureau of Reclamation, in 1979
cause the longer penod results in
By letter of May 26, 1982, the
more evaporation loss from the
.
.
Regional Director of the Upper
reservoirs. The Lower Region perColorado River ReservOirS
Colorado Regional Office resonnel planned to meet with Up- · -ope;afing ""C iiterra _________ spondedtothe ChiefE ngineer's___ per ReglOrl personnel-tOdisc us_s_
March 15 letter by stating that the
the new studies of probabil ities of
The controversy over interprecomputer programs and act al
water supp ly. As of the end of
river operation have been in co m1982, these studies had not been
tation of the storage requirements
of the 1968 Colorado River Basin
pliance w1th the Operating Crite·
completed .
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Hoover Dam Power
Contracts

contribution to the Lower Colorado River Basin Development
Fund in accordance with Public
law 90-537.
On August 27, three days after
Western published the revised criteria, the State of Nevada filed a
complaint in the U.S. District
Court for Nevada against the
United States and the California
Hoover Allottees over the criteria.
On September 9, the State of Arizona filed a motion to intervene
as a plaintiff. This litigation is described in the Legal Issues section
of this report.
Another public meeting on the
revised criteria was held in November at which time representatives of the various California
Hoover Allottees gave different
presentations. Representatives for
the Metropolitan Water District
presented statements urging the
parties to all seek a negotiated
settlement and supported a contract renewal that would permit
Metropolitan to use Hoover Dam
energy for pumping water from
the California State Water Project
as well as Colorado River water.
A representative for the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power, Southern California Edison
Company, and the cities of Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena
presented a statement supporting
the concept of an absolute right
of renewal of existing contracts
which would not permit Metropolitan to use Hoover Dam energy to pump water from the State
Water Project. Arizona and Nevada representatives presented
statements supporting their claims
to two-thirds of the Hoover resource. A date for close of the
comment period was set for December 15, but was subsequently
revised to January 1983, after
which Western plans to review all
information that has been received and announce a final marketing plan.

The California Hoover Power
Allottees and the Chief Engineer
continued to review and discuss
proposals by the Western Area
Power Administration (Western)
for marketing of hydroelectric
power from the Boulder Canyon
Project (Hoover Dam) after the
current SO-year contracts expire in
May 1987.
A public forum hearing was held
by Western in January on its draft
Hoover Power Marketing Criteria,
which were published in the Federal Register in September 1981.
The draft criteria were described in
last year's annual report of the Colorado River Board. At the hearing, a
spokesman for the Allottees presented a statement which pointed
out that the criteria discloses nothing at all as to Western's intentions
to obey the renewal mandate of
Section 5 (B) of the Boulder Canyon Project Act and that it was extremely difficult to comment on the
criteria because of its vagueness in
areas of paramount importance to
the Allottees. The position of the Allottees was reiterated on their rights
to renew existing contracts. The
State of Nevada and the Arizona
Power Authority presented a joint
statement on the criteria, stressing
their position that each state had a
right to contract for one third of the
power from Hoover Dam (which
would in effect reduce California's
allotment by about SO percent) .
The statement also challenged the
right of Western to exercise administrative discretion in apportioning Hoover Dam power and
concluded that the criteria do not
constitute legally proper regulations.
On August 24, Western published revised criteria in the Federal Register entitled "Proposed
General Consolidated Power Marketing Criteria for Boulder City
Area Projects; Revision". The reFish and Wildlife
vised criteria propose to substantially renew the nameplate rating
Coordination Actamount of capacity, together with
Proposed Regulations
3.665 billion kilowatt hours of energy, under new terms and conditions, to existing Boulder Canyon
The United States Fish and
Project contractors for a 20-year
Wildlife Service's proposed rules
period. Western also proposed to
for administering the 1958 Fish
offer to existing and new contracand Wildlife Coordination Act,
published in the Federal Register
tors capacity expected to be
available from the uprating proin 1979 and in a draft environgram.at i:ioover Dam,-with one~ ___ mental impact statemenLin 1980,
third each to Arizona, California,
have been commented upon by
and Nevada, together with energy
the Board in letters dated July 13,
in excess of renewal amounts.
1979, and january 23, 1981. The
The proposed contracts include a
proposed regulations were never
rate component to provide for a
adopted. These proposed rules, as

well as other existing procedures
of the Departments of Interior and
Commerce, were designated by
Vice President Bush on August 12,
1981, as subject to review by the
President's Task Force on Regulatory Relief, and both Departments
were directed to conduct a review under Executive Order
12291.
By letter of June 10, 1982, from
the Assistant Secretary for Fish
and Wildlife and Parks to the
Task Force, it was recommended
by both Interior and Commerce
that the proposed regulations be
withdrawn in favor of administrative actions developing memoranda of agreement and other
Executive instructions. This recommendation was accepted and
the action was published in the
Federal Register on July 9. This
action has the effect of abandoning the various proposals to establish rules for administering the
Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act and the various action agencies of the federal government are
now directed to enter into memoranda of agreement which would
include procedures for coordination and interpretation of the Act.

Water Quality
Colorado River Salinity
Standards
The 1981 review of the Colorado River salinity standards, including numeric criteria and the
plan of implementation for salinity
control, was adopted by the California State Water Resources Control Board on May 20, 1982 and
forwarded to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for approval. On October 29, 1982 EPA
granted that approval, while commending the State and the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Forum (Forum) in updating the
basinwide plan for salinity control.
The other Basin states have also
adopted the 1981 revision and
EPA approval is in progress.
The Forum approved its "Fifth
Annual Progress Report-Water
Quality Standards for SalinityColorado River System." The an__ nual reporLsumrnarizes. the__
progress made by the salinity control program and other actions in
the Basin having an influence on
salinity control during the period
October 18, 1981-0ctober 18,
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1982. The report concluded that
although salinity values at the
three lower mainstem stationsHoover Dam, Parker Dam and
Imperial Dam-have increased
slightly for the second year in a
row, favorable water conditions
and a slower than anticipated rate
of water development have resulted in salinity levels which remain
below the numerical criteria. The
report further concluded that it is
highly unlikely that the salinity criteria will be exceeded during the
next twelve-month period.
In October 1982, the Forum
adopted a policy for intercepted
ground water for implementation
of Colorado River salinity standards through the NPDES permit
program. This was a follow-up to
a 1977 policy of "no-salt return"
for industrial users when practicable. Because a number of mines
and wells within the basin discharge intercepted ground water,
and since factors involved in
those situations differ from those
encountered in other industrial
discharges, the new policy evaluates the discharge in a manner
consistent with the overall Forum
policy of "no-salt return" . Also,
more detailed guidance is provided for those situations where
ground waters are intercepted
with resultant changes in the
ground water flow regime.

Salinity Control Legislation
The seven Basin states recognized a need for amendments to
Public law 93-320, the Colorado
River Basin Salinity Control Act of
1974, and, through the Forum,
drafted proposed language to accomplish the desired amendments. On March 15, 1982, S.
2202 was introduced into the 97th
Congress by Senator William
Armstrong of Colorado. California
Senators Alan Cranston and Sam
Hayakawa cosponsored the legislation along with the other Basin
state Senators and Senator Hatfield of Oregon. The document
was entitled "a Bill to Amend the
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act to Authorize Certain Additional Measures to Insure
Accomplishments of Objectives in
Title II of Such Act and For Other
Purposes."
In April, H.R. 6097 was intro_duced into the..House of Representatives by Representative
Kogovsek of Colorado and cosponsored by California Representatives Coelho, Lewis, Clausen,
Chappie, Dreier and Fiedler along

per and Lower Basin funds either
with Representatives of other Babe repaid in one year or be resin states. The House version was
almost identical to S. 2202.
paid with interest, and that the six
The proposed legislation would
salinity projects not be authorized
accomplish the following:
until feasibility reports on each is
1. Exempt the salinity control
completed. The Department of
Agriculture's principal recommenprogram from the principles,
dation was that specific annual
standards, and procedures required under the Water Resources
appropriation limits for agriculture
Planning Act;
be replaced with general expendi ture authority.
2. Authorize for contruction six
additional salinity control units, as
House hearings on H.R. 6097
follows: Stage I, Lower Gunnison
were not scheduled in 1982. The
Basin states intend to have the
Unit, Colorado; McEimo Creek
Unit, Colorado; Stage I, Uinta Babills reintroduced early in 1983.
sin Unit, Utah; Palo Verde Irrigation District Unit, California;
Colorado River Basin
Saline Water Use and Disposal
Opportunity Unit, multistate; and
Salinity Control Program
Sinbad Valley Unit, Colorado;
3. No additional funds would
The Bureau of Reclamation and
be authorized for the six additionthe Department of Agriculture
al control units. Instead, the $125
continued their efforts on salinity
million authorized in 1974, escontrol measures in accordance
calated 1982 prices, would be auwith the Colorado River Basin Sathorized to be expended on the
linity Control Act, P.L. 93-320.
most cost-effective of both the
original and the additional salinity
Paradox Valley Unit. The brine
control units;
disposal plan using deep well in4. Allow the United States to
jection has been evaluated and
work with industry to make greathas been determined to be the
er use of saline water by industry;
most cost-effective disposal alter5. Authorize limited replacenative. Plans and specifications for
ment of incidental wildlife values
constructing and testing the injeclost as a result of constructing a
tion wells are under preparation
salinity control unit; and
with contract award scheduled for
6. Authorize a program for onmid-1983. A contract was awardfarm irrigation improvements for
ed to drill additional collection
salinity control to be carried out
wells and extend the brine collecby the Department of Agriculture.
tion pipeline. Completion of that
On June 20, 1982, the Senate
work is scheduled for January
Subcommittee on Water and
1983.
Power of the Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, chaired by
Grand Valley Unit. Pipe replacement of the laterals in the Stage I
Senator Murkowski of Alaska,
portion of the Unit is about 70
held hearings on S. 2202. The
Board' s Chief Engineer, the Execupercent complete. The work is
tive Director of the Colorado Rivbeing done primarily during the
nonirrigation season. lmplementaer Basin Salinity Control Forum,
and the Executive Director of the
tion of the Department of AgricuiColorado Water Conservation
ture's (USDA) onfarm salinity
Board testified. Additional testimocontrol program through costshare activities with local farmers
ny was received from the Departcontinues and is proving to be an
ment of the Interior, Department
of Agriculture, State Department,
effective means of salt reduction
and the Environmental Protection
and popular with local farmers.
The USDA estimates that the onAgency, as well as water agenfarm improvements installed since
cies, irrigation districts and industrial water users. In general, the
the program began in 1979 have
reduced the salt load by about
testimony was supportive of the
legislation.
13,000 tons per year. In 1982, $1.7
The federal agencies were remillion in federal funds were exquested by Senator Murkowski to
pended in implementing the onfarm program. Since its inception,
submit reports on the proposed
legislation. Those reports were
$6.8 million has been expended
by the USDA. Cost sharing is
released in late December 1982.
The reports were generally supbased on 75 percent from the
____ P2l!i'!.e of !J'I~QQjec:;! iv~~ qfJhe _____ federal governmenLand 25 .per ~ legislation but recommended
cent from local farmers. Onfarm
measures installed include land
some changes thereto. The Department of Interior recommendleveling, lining of onfarm water
ed that the 25 percent of salinity
delivery systems, and automated
project costs allocated to the Upirrigation systems. When com-

pleted, the combined salt load reduction from the Bureau of
Reclamation and USDA salinity
programs is estimated to be about
400,000 tons per year.

Uinta Basin Unit. An onfarm
cost-share salinity control program
similar to that in the Grand Valley
is underway in the Uinta Basin of
Utah. This program, initiated in
1980, has involved a total federal
expenditure to date of $6.0 million, of which $2.0 million was
spent in 1982. The USDA estimates that the annual salt reduction from the measures installed
to date is 12,000 tons per year.
When fully implemented, salt load
reduction from the Uinta Basin
from the USDA program is estimated to be 76,000 tons annually.
Las Vegas Wash Unit.
Reevaluation of this Unit indicates
that bypassing of treated waters
and minor flood flows for a distance of about 4 miles around the
Wash, thus circumventing the saline deposits in the Wash, has the
potential for reducing the salt load
by some 79,000 tons per year. A
verification of the bypass concept
for salinity control, through the
construction of a bypass pipeline
to replace an unlined ditch conveying water from a powerplant
in the vicinity of Henderson, is to
be completed in 1983. Replacement of the unlined ditch will cut
seepage and reduce saline ground
wai er flow to the Wash .

Big Sandy River Unit.

The Bureau of Reclamation and the State
of Wyoming have agreed to jointly complete the planning studies
on this Unit. The State has contributed $300,000 to accelerate
the program. The proposed salinity control plan calls for the collection, by wells, of saline water
for industrial use at a pr'>posed
chemical fertilizer plant nt:ar Rock
Springs. The saline water will be
used in exchange for good quality
water from Fontenelle Reservoir.
The State of Wyoming has made
a significant commitment to utilize
and reduce saline waters from the
Big Sandy River. In 1982 the
Wyoming legislature authorized
the expenditure of up to $1,278,000 for this purpose.

The well plugging is estimated to
reduce salt contribution from this
source by 57,000 tons annually.

Saline Water Use and Disposal
Opportunities Unit. Aquatrain
Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of
W . R. Grace and Company, and
the Bureau of Reclamation signed
a cooperative agreement to jointly
conduct studies of a coal/saline
water transport system and to determine the overall viability of the
transport system concept. The Bureau has established the Saline
Water Transport and Use Project
Office in Denver to undertake
studies such as the Aquatrain proposal in cooperation with private
industry.
During the year, Aquatrain essentially abandoned its original
concept of using saline water to
move coal in plastic capsules, and
is now actively considering other
methods of moving coal in a
pipeline. One method being studied that would still involve the
movement and subsequent disposal of saline water is a pipeline
which would move coal in a liquid carbon dioxide slurry and, on
an alternating basis, saline water.
While preliminary studies show
that these methods may lower the
overall costs of the delivery system, removal of saline water as
the coal transport medium
reduces the chances that any
Aquatrain system that may eventually be built will reduce the Basin's dissolved salts.

Bureau of Land Management.
The Bureau of Land Management
( BLM) completed a feasibility
study on the interception and disposal of saline water from public
domain land in the Salt Creek
drainage of Sinbad Valley, Colorado. A number of cost-effective
alternatives for salt removal were
developed. The BLM has also
identified watershed management
and land treatment techn iques
which could result in very cost-effective salinity control measures.
Two potential areas have been
identified in eastern Utah and
western Colorado.

Yuma Desalting Plant and
Other Title I Facilities

Meeker Dome Unit.

Monitoring
of wells and springs at this Unit
- . .c-Ontinues-to show- favorable-results in terms of continued lowering of water levels and reduced
spring flows from the cleaning
and plugging of several abandoned oil and ga ~ wells in 1981.
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The Yuma Desalting Plant is being designed far-an-ultimate
capacity of 96 million gallons per
day ( mgd) ; however, only 73
mgd of equipment will be initially
installed. The plant capacity can
be expanded to the 96 mgd if it is

Bridge Canyon, Arizona, looking upstream on
the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon National Park.

needed. The smaller installed
capacity of the plant is the result
of reduced return flow projections
made by the Soil Conservation
Service. These projections are
based on achieving future significant increases in onfarm irrigation
efficiencies from additional onfarm measure~ in the Wellton-Mohawk Valley.
Fluid Systems Division, UPO,
Inc., of San Diego, and Hydranautics Water Systems, of Santa Barbara, the two contractors selected
for developing and constructing
the membrane desalting equipment for the plant, successfully
completed proof testing requirements for the desalting membranes. Both companies are
proceeding with construction of
the desalting equipment.
Fluid Systems Division brought
suit in mid-1982 against the Bureau of Reclamation claiming that
Reclamation had not complied
with the National Environmental
Policy Act in reducing the capacity of the desalting facilities. The
suit is pending and no date has
been set for hearings.
Work on the $7 million contract for the initial pretreatment
unit and site improvements for
the desalting facilities were completed in early 1982. Construction
of the 161 KV transmission line
from the Pilot Knob Substation to
the Yuma Desalting Plant and the
switchyard at the desalting plant
were initiated. Work on the intake
pumps and valves for the desalting complex is underway. Although Congress failed to pass a
1982-83 Fiscal Year Appropriations Act, expenditures under the
existing contracts are being made
under the continuing resolution
enacted by Congress. The failure
of Congress to pass an appropriations act resulted in the Bureau of
Reclamation not issuing any new
contracts for construction of Title
I facilities, thus further delaying
the scheduled 1987 completion of
the desalting complex.
The Yuma Desalting Test Facility's role in the Title I program
has been completed and the facility has been dismantled. Portions
of the equipment used at the test
facility will be used in the desalting plant.

Fort Mojave Proposed
Hazardous Waste
Disposal Facility
In September 1981, the Fort
Mojave Indian Tribe passed a

tion. The Bonneville Unit will export water out of the Colorado
River Basin to provide water for
irrigation, municipal and industrial
uses, and hydroelectric generation
in the Salt Lake City and Provo
areas. Facilities are expected to
be completed by 1992. The
amount of the export will be
about 200,000 acre-feet annually.
An $11.7 million contract was
awarded for construction of the
Dolores Tunnel and Canal of the
Dolores ProJect. This project is
designed to provide 126,600 acrefeet of water annually for irrigation, municipal and industrial use,
and fish and wildlife use in southwestern Colorado. The project
will also provide irrigation water
to the Ute Indian lands. Completion is scheduled for 1990.
A $1 million contract was
awarded for construction of a debris removal structure for the
Grand Valley Unit of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Project, an extensive undertaking
to improve water quality along
the Colorado River. The structure
will remove moss, weeds, trash
and other debris from the existing
Government Highline Canal.
Four water service contracts for
about 8,000 acre-feet of water
from Ruedi Reservoir were signed
by the Bureau of Reclamation.
These are the first long-term contracts to be executed for water
from Ruedi Reservoir since it was
completed in 1969. The reservoir
is a feature of the Fryingpan-Arkansas Project, Colorado.

resolution to construct and operate, as a tribal enterprise, a hazardous waste disposal facility on
its Reservation, and that the Tribe
retain Browning Ferris Industries,
Inc., to manage and operate the
facility. The 200 acre waste facility was to be located in Southern
Nevada on tnbal lands m the
nonproductive alluvial flood plain
of the Colorado River. The Colorado River Board, together with
the California State Water Re~ources Control Board and the
Arizona and Nevada water quality
control agencies, were extremely
concerned over the threat that
this proposed facility would be to
the waters of the Colorado River.
The Chief Engineer wrote to the
Regional Administrator, Region
VIII, Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior, expressing the Board's concerns over the
proposed facility. The letters requested that the Board be given
the opportunity to review and
comment on proposed permit requirements and the environmental
statement.
The Colorado River Commission of Nevada passed a resolution opposing development of the
facility anywhere adjacent to the
Colorado River as did the Tribal
Council of the Colorado River Indian Tribes.
Following considerable opposition by the states of Arizona, Nevada, and California, local
agencies, and other Indian Tribes,
the Fort Mojave Indian Tribe terminated its negotiations with
Browning Ferris Industries and
abandoned its plan to construct a
hazardous waste site on tribal
lands in Nevada.

Lower Basin Developments

constructed by the State of Nevada. These facilities are essentially complete and only minor
follow-up work remains to be
done.
An $8.2 million contract was
awarded for levee raising, gravel
surfacing, and armoring work on
the Yuma Valley Levee near
Yuma, Arizona. This contract
award was the second in a
planned 5-year construction program to raise and armor about 92
miles of lower Colorado River
levees. The first contract was
awarded in july 1982.

Weather Modification
Activities
The Bureau of Reclamation
continued its planning for the Colorado River Enhanced Snowpack
Test (CREST), discussed in prior
annual reports as the Colorado
River Weather Modification Demonstration Project.
On january 7, 1982 representatives of the seven Basin states met
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, to
discuss various issues relating to
CREST that had been posed to
the states by Commissioner of
Reclamation Robert Broadbent
during a December 11, 1981
meeting with state representatives.
The Board's Chief Engineer was
chosen to chair the meeting and
sent a letter dated January 26,
1982 that informed Commissioner
Broadbent of the state representatives' position on those issues,
summarized as follows:

Support for Program.
The
The Bureau of Reclamation
states are all on record as strongly
awarded a $31.4 million contract
supporting the CREST program
for completion of the Bouse Hills,
and believe that the program
Little Harquahala and Hassayamshould commence as soon as
pa Pumping Plants located on the
possible.
Granite Reef Aqueduct of the
Central Arizona Project and anWater Rights. The water rights
issue with respect to any water
other $3.8 million contract for
completion of nearly half of the
produced by a weather modification program is complex and reAqueduct. In addition, a $10 million contract was awarded for
quires more knowledge and
factual information than is availconstruction of the second section
of the Project's Salt-Gila Aqueable at this time. Any water produced from a weather
duct. The Central Arizona Project
is scheduled to initiate water
modification program has the pasdeliveries in the Phoenix area in
sibility of being used to meet the
Mexican Water Treaty delivery
the fourth quarter of 1985.
A $1.5 million contract was
obligation or it could be considered as natural flow and follow
awarded for miscellaneous electrical work on the Southern· Neva·da--··-tne conaitibns containeo inthe · ----· .. Water System. The Southern Nevarious documents comprising the
Law of the River. Any final decivada Water System consists of the
Southern Nevada Water Project
sion on this important issue would
built by the Bureau of Reclamahave to wait until information is
tion and water treatment facilities
available from CREST.

Regional
Developments
Upper Basin Developments
Construction of the Stillwater
Tunnel on the Bonneville Unit of
the Central Utah Project began in
january 1977, but the contract
was terminated in August 1979
when the mechanical tunneling
mole was unable, because of site
conditions, to complete the excavation. Following extensive analyses of alternatives for completing
the tunnel, the Bureau of Reclamation in 1982 awarded a $34.5
million contract for its comple-
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Financial Support. The Colorado River Basin Project Act ( P.L.
90-537) clearly describes augmentation of the Colorado River as a
federal responsibility. In recognition of federal budget problems, it
was agreed that the power users
within the seven Basin states
should contribute to funding
CREST. The most equitable arrangement would be a surcharge
on energy produced by the Colorado River Storage Project, Boulder Canyon Project and
Parker-Davis Project A surcharge
of 0.1 mill per kilowatthour was
suggested as an equitable contribution from the Basin states.
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ment also sharing in the program' s costs. Colorado considered
funding of the program to be part
of a larger water project funding
issue, and did not want a piecemeal approach.
On April 16, 1982, the representatives of the seven Basin
states met with Commissioner
Broadbent in La Vegas, Nevada.
Mr. Broadbent stated that he had
discussed the proposed program
with Secretary of Interior james
Watt and that the Secretary was
in favor of the program but only
on the basis that the entire cost
would be picked up by energy
charges on the federal hydroelectric plants in the Colorado River
Basin. This position was unacceptable to the states and no further
actions developed on CREST during the year.
There was strong interest in the
professional engineering community in CREST during the year
as the Chief Engineer joined with
Commissioner Broadbent as a
panel speaker at the April 1982
Convention of the American Soci ety of Civil Engineers held in Las
Vegas, Nevada. The panel covered augmentation of the Colorado River through weather
modification and salinity implications of augmentation.
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trial along the lower Virgin River,
and results will not be available
for about 3 years. Reductions in
reservoir evaporation losses will
include analyses of recent proposals by university researchers that
reductions in the surface temperature of the reservoirs would result
in a significant reduction in losses.

Water Conservation
Opportunities
Imperial Irrigation District

1983. The Work Group discussed
a proposed backwater improvment program on the Arizona
side of the Imperial National
Wildlife Refuge, which is to be
accomplished by a Bureau of
Reclamation dredge. All inflows
and outflows to the development
from the Colorado River are
planned to be measured.
In the C.bola Dtvision, the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service applied
for a permit from the Corps of
Engineers to blast potholes in the
Three Fingers Lake area of the
Cibola National Wtldlife Refuge
on the California side to connect
between Three Fingers Lake and
the Colorado River. Because the
Refuge does not have a right to
divert Colorado River water on
the California side of the Refuge
and because the proposal had not
been brought before the Work
Group for discussion, the Board's
staff recommended holding the
permit in abeyance until identified
problems have been resolved . At
a meeting of the Work Group in
August in Yuma, Arizona, the potential problems were resolved so
that the proposed blasting would
not interfere with operation of the
Palo Verde Outfall Drain nor resuit in increased water consumption . The Bureau of Reclamation
would make a hydrologic study of
the area to certify that California
would not be charged for any additional diversions from the Colorado River. The permit was
subsequently issued and the blasting work was scheduled for early
1983.
In the Parker II Division, the
Work Group appointed a small
subcommittee consisting of representatives from the Bureau of
Reclamation, Colorado River Indian tribes, and state and federal
fish and wildl ife agencies to identify critical erosion areas where
emergency bank stabilization
should be accomplished and
where wildlife habitat mitigation
areas could be established.

The Bureau of Reclamation
continued its four-year appraisal
Seven-State Organization. It
level investigation of water conwas agreed that a seven-state orservation opportunities in the Imganization would be necessary to
perial Irrigation District
work on legislation necessary to
During 1982, the Bureau comcarry out the above decisions, adpleted a preliminary environmenvise on an ongoing CREST Protal assessment of the study area
gram, consider the water rights
and initiated studies on the feasiissue and perform other functions
bility of automating water control
as necessary. The proper organiinstallations along Imperial's East
zational structure should probably
Highline Canal and of constructinclude among its responsibilities
ing a large water regulating reserconsideration of other water augvoir near the All-American CanaL
mentation possibilities. The states'
The Bureau, in cooperation with
representatives concluded that
Imperial, continued a pilot irrigathey need more time to consider
tion scheduling program on about
the proper organizational struc11,000 acres of Imperial's lands
ture.
and continued collecting data on
Commissioner Broadbent recanal spills and water deliveries.
sponded by a February 16 letter,
Work was initiated on the prostating that the 0.1 mill surcharge
Lower Colorado River
gram's appraisal report which is
on Colorado River hydropower
Water Conservation
scheduled for completion in Sepwill not provide sufficient financial
Program
tember 1983. The Bureau plans to
support for the program. He
recommend that the ongoing apstated that the investment of
praisal level study be followed by
about $68 million, over 8 years,
The Bureau of Reclamation
a feasibility study to be started in
on CREST is expected to confirm
continued its studies of the "Lowfiscal year 1985.
an operational technology that
er Colorado River Conservation
could produce approximately
and Efficient Use Program, Ari$100 million in annual net benezona-California-Nevada-Utah".
Four conservation possibilities
fits. The Commissioner also stated
that, in view of these very high
were being investigated: reconbenefits, the Administration bestruction of the All-American Calieves it appropriate for the
nal, capturing the infrequent
beneficiaries to provide the fifloodflows of the lower Gila River, reducing water losses by renancing of CREST. In addition, he
stated that financing of the proplacing phreatophytes with small
gram will require approximately a
grains, and reducing evaporation
% mill per kilowatthour surcharge
losses from the Colorado River
The federal-State Lower Coloduring an initial 3-year phase,
reservoirs.
rado River Management Program
The Bureau has concluded that
Work Group met two times durdropping to about % mill during
a full feasiblity investigation is
ing 1982 to continue coordination
the following 5-year demonstraof problems of river control,
tion phase, and that the Bureau
warranted for the All-American
Canal reconstruction possibility,
channelization, and environmental
estimates that about one million
and intends to submit the necespreservation and enhancement
acre-feet of additional water will
be produced in the Basin annually
sary legislation to Congress for auThe functions of this Work Group
Arizona v. California
by CREST.
thorization of studies beginning in
have been previously described in
On March 26, 1982 a seven1984. The best alternative for capthe Board's annual reports.
state meeting was held on the
turing Gila River floodflows was
In the Yuma Division, the BuOn April 5, the U. S. Supreme
reau of Reclamation continued
Court filed the report by Special
program in Albuquerque, New
concluded to be a pumping plant
- - - - - !Vlexico. Witn the- exception of ____ - and-sh·ort pipeline to carry the- - - - -work--on preparation-of-an envi---·---Master Elbert- P, Tuttle dated Feb-- Colorado, the states supported the
floodflows to a spreading ground
ronmental impact report for a
ruary 22, 1982, which contained
use of an energy surcharge on
for recharge of a basin currently
project to clear the vegetationnis recommendations relative to
covered flood plain of the Colothe United States' motion and to
federal hydroelectric projects in
being used for irrigated agriculture. The phreatophyte-small grain
rado River near Yuma, Arizona,
motions by the five lower Colothe Basin to pay for a share of
CREST, with the federal governanalysis is underway as a field
with completion planned for early
rado River Indian tribes in inter-
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River Management Program
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vention for modification of the
decree in Arizona v. California.
The Special Master had been appointed by the Court in 1979 to
make determinations relative to
claims asserted by the five tribes
and by the United States for additional water rights for reservation
lands along the river. The claims
were for "omitted land~ " (areas
within the 1964 boundaries of the
reservations for which water
rights were not assigned) and
"boundary lands" (areas outside
the recognized 1964 boundaries
which, pursuant to post 1964
determinations, are allegedly part
of the reservations). The claims
were quantified using the standard
of "practicably irrigable acreage".
Overall for the five reservations
in Arizona, California, and Nevada, Judge Tuttle recommended
an additional 318,000 acre-feet
per year of diversion rights for
48,000 net acres more than did
the 1964 Decree. This represented
about 93 percent of the United
States' claims on behalf of the
tribes and about 71 percent of the
additional claims by the tribes, or
approximately 85 percent of the
overall combined claims. Translated in terms of consumptive use or
diversions less returns to the
mainstream as defined in the 1964
decree, the proposed additional
allotments to the tribes would be
about 212,000 acre-feet per year.
For California, the Special
Master proposed an additional
125,000 acre-feet per year of diversions for 19,000 additional net
acres of reservation lands, or approximately 83,000 acre-feet per
year of consumptive use.
The State Parties filed exceptions to the Special Master's report with the court on May 20,
based on grounds that the determinations of the Special Master
are erroneous and are contrary to
the evidence and law. The exceptions were as follows:

Contracts" describes the efforts of
the California Hoover Power Allottees and the States of Arizona
and Nevada to contract for hydroelectric power from the Boulder Canyon Project (Hoover
Dam) after current 50-year contracts expire in 1987. Nevada had
sought initially (and later joined
by Arizona) to acquire the right
to contract for one-third of the resource from Hoover Dam after
1987. Three days after the Western Area Power Administration
( We~tern l published its revised
marketing criteria on August 24,
Nevada filed this complaint in the
U. S. District Court for Nevada
against the United States and
Hoover Power Allottees. On September 9, Arizona followed suit
and filed a motion to intervene as
a plaintiff.
The complaint states that the
August 24 criteria published by
Western violate the Boulder Canyon Project Act because they do
not allot Nevada one-third of the
total output from Hoover Dam
and requests the Court to find
that Nevada is entitled to onethird of the total output. Also, the
complaint alleges that the allotment to Nevada of power through
the Uprating Program is burdened
with conditions (primarily requiring the advanced fund ing of the
Uprating Program) not perrmitted
by the Act or valid regulations.
Should the Court not find that
Nevada is entitled to one-third of
the output, the Court was requested to find that Nevada is entitled

and the Tribes must first establish
through adjudication with them in
other litigation or in the present
proceedings the disputed boundaries upon which they rely for
claims of additional water allocalions.

3. The Special Master's
determination of amount of
practicably irrigable acreage.
The State Parties contend that the
Special Master overstated the net
practicably irrigable acreage and
water rights for the five reservations.

4. The Special Master's allowance for unconditional intervention by Indian
Tribes. The State Parties contend the Indian tribes were erroneously allowed to intervene
without the necessary consent of
the States of Arizona, California,
and Nevada.
On December 8, 1982, oral arguments were made before the
full Court. By the end of 1982, no
decision had been reached. If the
Court upholds the Special Master's recommendations, the increase in the allotments for the
four reservations located in California will result in a corresponding reduction in water use by the
California agencies that have water delivery contracts with the
United States.

Metropolitan Water
District, et a/ v. United
States, et a/

to a renewal of its existing contract for a 50-year term and a further right to renew.
The Arizona motion to intervene included a complaint and
request for judgment substantially
identical 10 Nevada's. The suit
was still pending at the end of
_
1982

This litigation was described in
the Board's 1981 Annual Report.
It is important to California because it deals with the issue of
changes in the boundaries of
three Indian reservations in Californ ia since the 1964 decree in
Arizona v. California. Any
changes in the boundaries which
add practicably irrigable acreage
to the reservations, and which
purport to be retroactive to the
date such acreage was established
as part of the reservations, would
add to the quantity of Colorado
River water which each reservation would be entitled to divert
with a priority date which precedes the priorities of the California agencies.
The litigation was stayed during
1982 pending the outcome of the
retrial phase of Arizona v. Califor-

amendments to the bill and received approval for the Arizona
Congressional authors for the
changes. The amendments specified that nothing in the bill shall
be construed as determining
whether or not the reserved rights
doctrine applies to ground water
or shall be construed as expanding the federal reserved rights
doctrine to establish whether or
not reserved water may be used
or sold for use off the reservation
to which the reserved rights attach.
The bill was passed by Congress in May but was vetoed by
the President in June for the
stated reason that it depended totally on federal funding to develop the water supply for the
Pagagos. A federal negotiator was
appointed and a new agreement
was reached. The bill was combined with two other reclamation
bills, the Reclamation Reform Act
and the bill to enlarge Buffalo Bill
Dam in Wyoming, and the entire
package, S. 1409, was passed and
signed into law by the President
on October 12. The language concerning the federal reserved rights
remained the same in the final
legislation.

Solicitor's Opinion on
Federal Non-Reserved
Water Rights
The Board's 1981 Annual Report described an announcement
by the Secretary of the Interior
which repudiated the 1979 Krulitz

Opinion that sought to establish a
new type of federal water right,
designated as a "non-reserved"
water right, that had been upposed by state officials throughout
the West because it illegally interferred with state control of state
water resources. However, that
action only affected the Department of the Interior's policy on
Papago Indian Water
seeking such water rights.
1. The Special Master's
h
II
On June 7, 1982, U.S. Attorney
determination to hear claims
Rig ts Bi
General William French Smith anfor "Omitted Lands". The State
nounced a new water policy for
Parties contend that the issue of
the Department of Justice that is
The Board's 1981 Annual Rethe amount of practicably irrigable
port described H.R. 5118, a bill
binding on all federal agencies to
acreage within the 1964 boundaapproved by the House Interior
assert claims to water in the west.
ries was fully litigated prior to the
and Insular Affairs Committee,
Justice's new policy requires fed1964 Decree, and therefore canwhich would permit the Papago
eral agencies to establish their
not be retried.
Indian Tribe in Arizona to sell or
water rights under state law, unexchange its reserved water rights
less Congress clearly intended to
2· The Special Master's confor use off the reservation . Bedisplace state water law. The Atelusion that disputed boundania.
cause of its potential effects on
torney General said that Congress
-- - -ries-were finally determined.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - California's-colorado- River water- - -c ouldaothis,- forexample;-by__ _
The State Parties contend that disState of Nevada v_
rights and on water rights in other
specifically directing the use of
puted reservation boundaries have
United States et a/_
western states, the Chief Engineer
water, or by establishing specific
not been finally determined for
'
discussed our concerns with the
purposes or conditions for the use
purposes of establishing water
The section of this annual reAnzona Director of Water Reof the land that can not be luirights, and that the United States
port entitled "Hoover Dam P.o wer
sources, who helped develop
filled without water.
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